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CHEERS TO THE NEW YEAR AND
WELCOME 2022! This January, I am
both proud of and excited to celebrate
my 20th year with Houston Area
Parkinson Society and serving the
Parkinson’s community. Never would
I have imagined that what started as a
new professional endeavor would turn
into a journey that would forever enrich
and change my life.
Started in 1974, HAPS is one of the
oldest, independent, local, grassroots
Parkinson’s organizations in the United
States. As a trailblazing organization,
HAPS has been, and continues to be,
used by other regional organizations
as a model when serving their own
communities in unique and meaningful
ways.
As I reflect on the past two decades
with the organization, I think about our
community, how we have grown and
what we have accomplished together.
HAPS has always been mighty. Our
history was created by those with deep
roots to the cause and our path paved
by great leaders. We have expanded
both in depth and breadth of service–
our north star always being the people
we serve.
When I arrived at HAPS all those years
ago, I knew next to nothing about
Parkinson’s disease. I am grateful for
the 20 years of opportunities to learn
from world-renowned professionals
and, most importantly, the everyday
experts who live with Parkinson’s and

who have taught me everything I know
about the disease. I am proud of the
achievements of the organization led
by dedicated members of our Board of
Directors, Board of Advisors and Medical
Advisory Board; our endlessly passionate
and creative staff; faithful volunteers;
and steadfast community partners. I am
infinitely compelled by the kindness and
generosity of a philanthropic community
that trusts us to know and meet the
needs of those living with Parkinson’s
and whose ongoing financial support
allows HAPS to fulfill our mission.
Three years ago when I stepped into
the role of Executive Director, it was
not within my realm of thinking that we
would soon face a pandemic that would
alter life as we knew it. We have seen
many challenges and have confronted
a lot of unknowns and uncertainties.
However, the past two years have shown
that this organization and the people we
serve have remained relentless in their
determination to support each other,
embrace resources, and emerge stronger
than before.
CONT. ON PAGE 2

It is the lessons in resilience that have been the most meaningful lessons I have learned from my time at HAPS and in
working with individuals with Parkinson’s and their family members. The carry-over from what I have seen in those
who are resilient to what can be applied to an organization has played a particularly important role in our work over
the past two years. Resilience is how we cope with adversity and push through the challenges that we face in the
pursuit of opportunities that improve our well-being. Resilience creates resources and enriches what we can do for
others. Parkinson’s is tough and your ability to embrace each day in the face of the disease is inspiration for the work
we do. As an organization, we are guided by compassion, fueled by optimism and driven to make an impact.
We started 2021 by continuing in our responsibility to slow the spread as we practiced our version of coming
together by staying apart. As the year, and our understanding of COVID-19, evolved we worked to resume a small
number of limited-attendance, in-person classes beginning in April. With each month we continued to reopen more
groups and classes and ended the year with 19 in-person exercise classes and 7 in-person support groups–while
keeping 13 virtual exercise classes and 6 virtual support groups available.
HAPS education programs remained virtual, but saw huge success in attendance and participation. HAPS held the first
in-person event on Sunday, October 31st as we hosted more than 175 clients, volunteers, and community partners
at the first-ever “NO” Fall Festival. This was followed by an in-person Annual HAPS Holiday Sing Along held Saturday,
December 11th. Other highlights of the year include the presentation of the George H. W. Bush Award to Nina Brown,
a Caregiver Wellness Series, mind-body classes, book club, and art classes.
This year, we will jump right into our 28th year as a Chevron Houston Marathon Run for a Reason charity. On January
15-16th HAPS will once again participate in this massive event which provides our organization with the opportunity
to raise funds for HAPS and awareness of Parkinson’s disease. We hope you will join TEAM HAPS. Our motto this year
is Slow and Steady Wins the Race–because it’s positive attitude, courage, dedication and persistence that prevail!
We look forward to bringing all of our educational programs back as in-person events in 2022. We will be resuming
many more support groups and continuing to explore additional exercise classes based on expressed need and
participation. We are excited to launch new programs like Common Grounds–a community meet-and-greet event
with the goal of bringing people together over coffee (or tea) to get to know each other as we continue to navigate
pandemic life while connecting with others. And after a brief break, we will be resuming our partnership with Home
Instead Senior Care to provide a limited Respite Care Program for families who qualify. This is just the start of many
of the things HAPS has in store for the new year.
I am enthusiastic about all that we have ahead of us–this year and beyond. Together we have weathered many storms
which speaks to the strength of our community. I feel strongly that it is our long-standing grassroots approach and
connection to this community that drives necessary change, meets needs, and helps us find success in our mission.
My vision for HAPS is to continue to uphold the culture of the organization and reflect the voices of the people we
serve. We are local people working together to find solutions and meet needs. As we stay connected to those roots,
I encourage you to keep sending us your feedback and your input. Continue your communication with us regarding
your needs and your interests. The heart of HAPS is the community that we serve and that community is you.
I have met only the very best of people in my time at HAPS. I feel honored that so many of you have invited me into
your homes, your lives, and your families. I thank you for the kind and wonderful notes you send to the HAPS office,
all you have taught me, how you embrace our team, and for the endless ways you give back to this organization. It
is my greatest privilege to work on behalf of those living with Parkinson’s disease and it is a role I approach with a
whole-heart.
Parkinson’s is a long and winding road, and HAPS will be there every step along the way to provide specialized
support. It is with sincere gratitude that I thank you for allowing me, and HAPS, to be a part of your journey.

Kathleen Crist
Executive Director
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ORTHOSTATIC HYPOTENSION IN PARKINSON’S DISEASE
By Olga Waln, MD

ORTHOSTATIC HYPOTENSION (OH) AFFECTS UP TO ONE THIRD OF PATIENTS with Parkinson’s
disease (PD). Risk of developing OH is higher in older patients, those with longer duration of PD,
and patients on higher doses of Parkinson’s medications.
The term “Orthostatic hypotension” means low blood pressure (hypotension) when upright
(orthos in Greek). OH is a sudden drop in blood pressure within three minutes after transitioning
from lying down to sitting and/or standing position. It is normal for blood pressure to fluctuate
slightly during the day. It is also common for blood pressure to drop briefly after rapid standing up, usually without
feeling dizzy at all or just experiencing very brief lightheadedness. In a person without OH, blood pressure returns
back to normal within a minute or so after changing a body position. In a person with OH, blood pressure drops
by 20 or more points for systolic (top number in the blood pressure reading) and by 10 or more points for diastolic
(bottom number in the blood pressure reading), and a blood pressure drop persists beyond three minutes after
standing.
The cause of OH in Parkinson’s is an abnormal function of the autonomic nervous system that is unable to regulate
the tone of blood vessels and heart rate fast enough to adjust to changes in body position and to balance the effect
of gravity on blood circulating in the body. It would be expected for more blood to stay in the lower body in a person
standing upright due to the forces of gravity. However, in a healthy person, blood vessels in the legs can constrict,
or tighten, to prevent significant amount of blood leaving the upper body,
including the brain. The heart would normally start beating faster to provide
ACTIVITIES/CIRCUMSTANCES
more blood flow to the brain. In PD, such automatic regulation of heart rate
THAT CAN CAUSE ORTHOSTATIC
and the blood vessels’ ability to constrict is impaired, and that can cause a
HYPOTENSION:
blood pressure drop upon standing. Symptoms of OH can also occur in other
circumstances that might decrease blood flow to the brain such as eating
• Prolonged standing
a large meal (more blood is directed toward the stomach and intestines
• Large meal high in carbohydrates
and away from the brain), vigorous exercise, or staying in hot environment
• Hot meal or hot drink
(dehydration combined with increased blood flow toward the dilated blood
• Alcohol
vessels of the skin).
• Vigorous exercise
Some Parkinson’s and non-Parkinson’s medications can also contribute to
OH including carbidopa-levodopa, dopamine agonists such as pramipexole
or ropinirole, diuretics (“water pills”), drugs to treat high blood pressure, drugs
to treat urinary problems or erectile dysfunction, and certain antidepressants.
Up to one half of patients with orthostatic hypotension might not feel any
symptoms, especially if blood pressure after a drop is still within normal
range. For those patients who feel symptoms, dizziness and lightheadedness
are the most common complaints. Yet, in some patients, symptoms of OH
are less classic and can be mistaken for other medical problems or for
worsening of motor symptoms of Parkinson’s disease itself and therefore
treated with the increase in PD medications that can only make the problem
worse.
Orthostatic hypotension increases risk of falls and injuries. In extreme cases,
it can lead to sudden passing out episodes (syncope). OH and fear of falls
might decrease patients’ ability to participate in daily activities and cause
social isolation. Concerns for worsening of OH might limit the medication
options to treat motor symptoms of PD.

• Hot bath or shower, sauna
• Fever
• Delaying breakfast or delaying first
fluids in the morning

KNOW THE SYMPTOMS OF
ORTHOSTATIC HYPOTENSION:
Common
Less Common
Symptoms:
Symptoms:
• Dizziness
• Weakness in
• Lightheadedness
legs or all over
• Feeling faint
• Dull headaches
• “Darkness” in the • Trembling in
eyes
the legs
• Blurry vision
• Chest pain
• Cold hands and
feet
• Feeling off
balance

To know if a patient has OH, it is not enough to check blood pressure only
when sitting, which is often the only way patients and medical personnel
measure blood pressure. To diagnose OH, blood pressure should be taken
while lying down, then when sitting, then again about 2 minutes after standing. If there is a concern for OH, it is
recommended to check orthostatic blood pressure at least a few times per week, especially in the morning when
CONT. ON PAGE 4
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DO THIS RIGHT AWAY IF YOU
EXPERIENCE SYMPTOMS OF OH:

• Sit down immediately or lie down
with the legs elevated
• Drink a full glass of water rapidly
• Cross your legs when sitting
• Lean your body forward when
sitting
• March with your feet in place while
sitting
• Raise your toes and tighten leg
muscles when sitting
• Do not stand up until the
symptoms go away!

TIPS TO IMPROVE ORTHOSTATIC HYPOTENSION:

• Do not stand up too fast and do not start walking immediately after
standing up: wait for a few minutes next to a chair before taking a step
• Ensure good hydration during the day with at least eight 8-oz. glasses
of non-sweet, cold liquid
• Avoid caffeinated beverages and alcohol as those can worsen
dehydration
• If you do not have heart or kidney problems, add extra salt to your
meals (table salt or salt pills)
• Avoid standing for long periods of time
• Avoid large meals and consume smaller meals that are lower in
carbohydrates
• Consider wearing full-length compression stockings (up to the upper
thigh) and/or an abdominal binder with standing and walking
• Elevate the head of the bed at night by 45 degrees or 4 inches to
prevent high blood pressure when lying down

blood pressure is usually the lowest. It is
important to mention that just as blood
pressure in OH can drop down upon
standing, it can go up when a patient lies
down. Therefore, having normal or even high blood pressure when checked in bed can be misleading as it does not
rule out OH.
To prevent falls and injuries, patients with OH and their caregivers should be aware of immediate measures they can
take in case they develop symptoms of OH after standing. If a patient has OH, a few simple recommendations and
lifestyle modifications might improve OH and prevent falls and injuries.
If these measures are not effective, and a patient continues having symptoms of OH, discussion with a physician
is necessary to review and possibly adjust the medications. Often, decreasing the doses of PD and certain nonParkinson’s medications can improve OH; however sometimes such changes are difficult to make without worsening
the symptoms those medications were prescribed for (high blood pressure, legs swelling, motor symptoms of PD).
There are prescription medications approved for treatment of OH: midodrine, fludrocortisone, pyridostigmine,
droxidopa. If patients with severe OH, two or more of these medications might be necessary to prevent blood
pressure drop.
Olga Waln, MD is a fellowship-trained Movement Disorders neurologist practicing at Houston Methodist Neurological Institute,
Assistant Professor of Neurology at the Weill Cornell Medical College and Adjunct Assistant Professor at Texas A&M College of Medicine.
Her primary clinical and research interests are the evaluation and management of patients with Parkinson’s disease, tremors, dystonia,
chorea, tics and gait disorders, botulinim toxin treatment, deep brain stimulation and intrathecal baclofen pump treatment. Dr. Waln
received her medical degree from Vitebsk State Medical Institute in Belarus. She completed residency in Neurology at the University
of Tennessee Health Science Center in Memphis followed by a two-year fellowship in Movement Disorders at the Parkinson’s Disease
Center and Movement Disorders Clinic, Baylor College of Medicine Houston. Dr. Waln is the author of numerous scientific publications
and a member of the Houston Area Parkinson Society’s Medical Advisory Board.

WELCOME LACRESHA!
LACRESHA LAMB has spent the previous 14 years growing her expertise in event planning,
alumni engagement, development, and volunteer management. Most of her experience
comes from within the higher education sector at institutions such as Rice University,
University of Houston, and South Texas College of Law Houston. She has managed
events and volunteers across the country to benefit scholarships and quality of education.
LaCresha’s desire to help people and to have a career with impact is what brought her
to HAPS. LaCresha has joined the HAPS team as Manager of Development. Welcome
LaCresha!
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ANNUAL HOLIDAY SING ALONG
OUR JOLLIEST OF TRADITIONS RETURNED Saturday, December 11th! The 9th Annual Holiday Sing
Along presented in partnership with Houston Ballet was back live and in-person. While keeping COVID
recommendations in place, HAPS welcomed an eager group of carolers to share some hot-chocolate, cookies,
songs, and lots and lots of fun. The “best” sweater or vest contest turned out some stellar competition. What a
way to end the year! Next year’s event is already in the works–stay tuned...
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HAPS HAPPENINGS
JANUARY 2022

VIRTUAL CLASSES
HAPS OFFERS VIRTUAL CLASSES ONLINE. TO REGISTER FOR A CLASS GO TO

IN-PERSON
CLASSES

THE HAPS WEBSITE AT WWW.HAPSONLINE.ORG AND CLICK THE CALENDAR

PARTICIPANTS MUST BE REGISTERED

OR CALL 713.313.1652.

AND ENROLLED. PLEASE DO NOT ATTEND

+ MONDAYS +

+ THURSDAYS +

WITHOUT COMPLETING THESE STEPS.

BOXING

BOXING

OR RODRIGUEZ@HAPSONLINE.ORG FOR

9:30-10:15 am
with Angelica

9:30-10:15 am
with Angelica
medical release required

medical release required
DANCE
12:45-1:45 pm
with Jennifer, Lucinda, Krissy & Bill
Presented in partnership with
Houston Ballet

1:15-2:45 pm
with Laura, Tiffany and Shirley

EXERCISE
Mondays 10:00-11:00 am
First United Methodist Missouri City
3900 Lexington Blvd. – Choir Room
Missouri City, TX 77459

1:00-2:00 pm
with Katie

4:00-5:00 pm
with Jeffrey

YOGA
10:00-11:00 am
with Rita

SPEECH
1:45-2:45 pm
with Gail

+ FRIDAYS +
EXERCISE
11:00 am-12:00 pm
with Dale

SPEECH AND EXERCISE
4:45-6:15 pm
with Gilda and Lis

+ SATURDAYS +
PWR!EXERCISE

+ WEDNESDAYS +
RHYTHM AND STRENGTH
5:00-6:00 pm
with Piper
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+ SOUTHWEST +

SPEECH

FULL BODY AEROBICS

+ TUESDAYS +

DETAILS.

10:30-11:30 am
with Susan

YOGA
EXERCISE AND SPEECH

CONTACT ANGELICA AT 713.313.1652

10:00-11:00 am
with Andrea

BOXING
Tuesdays
10:00-11:00 am
11:15 am-12:15 pm
The PARC
402 Eldridge Rd. – Gym
Sugar Land, TX 77479
Boxing Medical Release Required

TAI CHI
Thursdays 10:00-11:00 am
St. John’s United Methodist Church
400 Jackson Street – Room 409
Richmond, TX 77469

EXERCISE
Fridays 10:00-11:00 am
Sugar Land Baptist Church
16755 Southwest Freeway–Gym
Sugar Land, TX 77479

+ CENTRAL +

+ NORTHEAST +

+ EAST +

WEDNESDAY WALKS

EXERCISE

WATER EXERCISE

Wednesdays 9:00 am
with HAPS staff and PD friends
Levy Park
3801 Eastside Street
Houston, TX 77098

Mondays 1:00-2:00 pm
Strawbridge United Methodist
Church
5629 Kingwood Drive – Gym
Kingwood, TX 77345

Tuesdays 2:00-3:00 pm
Bay Area Rehabilitation Center
5313 Decker Drive
Baytown, TX 77520

BOXING
Wednesdays
9:45-10:45 am
11:00 am-12:00 pm
Metropolitan Multi-Service Center
1475 W. Gray Street – Gym
Houston, TX 77019
Boxing Medical Release Required

EXERCISE
Thursdays 10:00-11:00 am
American Red Cross
2700 Southwest Freeway
Houston, TX 77098

DANCE
Mondays 12:45-1:45 pm
601 Preston–Little Brown Studio
Houston, TX 77002
in partnership with Houston Ballet
Class live-streamed via Zoom

Paperwork required.

+ WEST +
+ NORTHWEST +
YOGA AND EXERCISE
Mondays 10:00-11:00 am
alternating classes
Lakewood United Methodist Church
11330 Louetta Road – Gym
Houston, TX 77070

EXERCISE
Tuesdays 11:00 am-12:00 pm
Memorial Drive Presbyterian
11612 Memorial Dr. – Room 102
Houston, TX 77024

EXERCISE
Tuesdays 2:00-3:00 pm
Encompass Rehab Hospital
of Cypress
13031 Wortham Center Drive
Houston, TX 77065
Class is full. Please call.

EXERCISE
Fridays 10:00-11:00 am
Richard and Meg Weekley
Community Center
8440 Greenhouse Rd.
Cypress, TX 77433

+ SOUTHEAST +
EXERCISE
Wednesdays 1:00-2:00 pm
Gloria Dei Lutheran
18220 Upper Bay Rd.
Houston, TX 77058

+ NORTH +
EXERCISE
Thursdays 1:30-2:30 pm
Woodlands United Methodist Church
2200 Lake Woodlands Drive
The Woodlands, TX 77380

YOGA
Mondays 2:30-3:30pm
First Baptist Church Conroe
600 North Main St. – Herrington Hall
Conroe, TX 77301
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HAPS SUPPORT GROUPS
MOST HAPS SUPPORT GROUPS ARE MEETING VIA ZOOM UNTIL IN-PERSON PROGRAMS RESUME.
To help you find the most appropriate support group, contact a HAPS social worker prior
to attending a support group at 713.626.7114, 713.313.1706 or info@hapsonline.org.
Registration is required for those attending in-person support groups.

CAREGIVER SUPPORT GROUP
CLEAR LAKE

PD SUPPORT GROUP
CONROE

PD SUPPORT GROUP
CENTRAL PM

IN-PERSON
1st Wednesday 1:00-2:00 pm
Gloria Dei Lutheran
18220 Upper Bay Rd.
Houston, TX 77058

IN-PERSON
4th MONDAY IN JANUARY
1:15-2:15 pm
First Baptist Church Conroe
600 North Main St.
Conroe, TX 77301

IN-PERSON AND VIRTUAL HYBRID
4th Monday 6:00-7:30 pm
American Red Cross
2700 SW Freeway–3rd floor
conference room
Houston, TX 77098

NEWLY DIAGNOSED
SUPPORT GROUP

FRIENDS IN HEALING
SUPPORT GROUP

IN-PERSON AND VIRTUAL HYBRID
2nd MONDAY IN JANUARY
6:00-7:30 pm
For those diagnosed with PD
within the last three years.
Please call for details.

4th Wednesday
10:00-11:30 am
Please call for details

PD SUPPORT GROUP
WILLOWBROOK
IN-PERSON
1st Wednesday 4:00-5:30 pm
Lakewood United Methodist Church
11330 Louetta Road – Room 108
Houston, TX 77070

CAREGIVER SUPPORT GROUP
CENTRAL
2nd Monday 1:00-2:30 pm

PD SUPPORT GROUP
CENTRAL AM
3rd Tuesday 10:00-11:30 am

PD SUPPORT GROUP
SUGAR LAND
IN-PERSON
2nd Tuesday 6:00-7:30 pm
Sugar Land Baptist Church
16755 Southwest Freeway – Room
107
Sugar Land, TX 77479

SUPPORT GROUPS
THE WOODLANDS

IN-PERSON
3rd Thursday 1:00-2:30 pm
Strawbridge United Methodist
Church
5629 Kingwood Drive – Great Hall
Kingwood, TX 77345

CAREGIVER SUPPORT
SUGAR LAND

IN-PERSON
2ND Thursday
Patient Group 12:15-1:15 pm
Caregiver Group 1:30-2:30 pm
Woodlands United Methodist Church
2200 Lake Woodlands Drive
The Woodlands, TX 77380

IN-PERSON
3rd Friday 10:00-11:00 am
Sugar Land Baptist Church
16755 Southwest Freeway – Room 107
Sugar Land, TX 77479

EARLY-STAGE CARE PARTNER
SUPPORT GROUP

PD & DEMENTIA/LEWY BODY
CAREGIVER SUPPORT GROUP

2nd Wednesday of the even months
5:00-6:00 pm
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PD SUPPORT GROUP
KINGWOOD
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4th Monday 10:00-11:30 am
For caregivers of those with PD
and dementia or Dementia with
Lewy Bodies.
Please call for details.

PD SUPPORT GROUP
GALVESTON
IN-PERSON
4th Tuesday 11:00 am-12:00 pm
OLLI at UTMB
1200 Market Street
Galveston, TX 77550

PD SUPPORT GROUP
PEARLAND
Call for more information

JOIN TEAM HAPS!
RACE WEEKEND IS COMING RIGHT UP–Saturday, January 15 and Sunday,
January 16. TEAM HAPS is performing strong as a Chevron Houston Marathon
Run for a Reason charity and fundraising through the program continues through
the end of the month. We want you to join us!
What can you do? Walk or run–you know it’s good for you, and it’s even better
with friends. You can give a gift or fundraise, too. Together we will raise awareness
of Parkinson’s, and funds for programs and services. HAPS is the only organization
in the Houston area that provides comprehensive services to help individuals and
families with the everyday needs Parkinson’s creates. Our goal this year is to raise
$105,000 to be used to support the PD community.
If you would like to know more, contact LaCresha Lamb at 713-806-9292 or
lamb@hapsonline.org or Catherine Lansdowne, lansdowne@hapsonline.org or
713-313-1669. As a member of TEAM HAPS you get a free t-shirt–and you will
be fighting PD with every step. There are even more great incentives if you are a
fundraiser. Plus, TEAM HAPS is made up of very cool people including people with
Parkinson’s, families, cheerers, supporters, and fundraisers all working toward the
same goal–to ensure that nobody faces a Parkinson’s diagnosis alone!

EVEN MORE REASONS
Fundraisers who raise...
•

$250+ receive a TEAM
HAPS t-shirt, neck gaiter
and cup

•

$500+ receive a TEAM
HAPS t-shirt, neck gaiter,
cup and cap

•

$750+ receive a TEAM
HAPS t-shirt, neck gaiter,
cup, cap, and dri-fit shirt

•

$1,400+ receive a TEAM
HAPS t-shirt, neck gaiter,
cup, cap, dri-fit shirt,
and HAPS weatherproof
jacket

Movement Disorders
& Neurodegenerative
Diseases Program

WEDNESDAY WALKS
WEDNESDAY WALKS! Join us on Wednesday mornings at Levy Park,
3801 Eastside Street, Houston, TX 77098 at 9:00 AM.
This masked-up, physically distant, one-mile walk is a great way to start
your day. Not only can you work in some much-needed exercise, you can
connect with HAPS staff and other friends from the Parkinson’s community.
This is open to anyone who wants to join. Every Wednesday morning unless
it is storming! Grab your walking shoes, stretch out, and meet us there! Call
Catherine at 713.313.1669 for info.
JANUARY 2022 • JOURNEY
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MAKE PLANNED GIVING YOUR NEW YEAR’S
RESOLUTION. As is often the case, we start the
new year off with goals and projects we are
finally ready to get underway! Sometimes, those
projects include updating your legal documents
or changing who or how you would like to give gifts in the future. Philanthropic gifts can be given now or they
can be given later. If it is important to you, it should be given when it is right for you. A gift should be comfortable
to give and does not need to alter other financial choices. Planned gifts are by definition free from worry. The gift
will be what remains of a fund or asset, at a time when you don’t need it anymore. For example, if you name HAPS
as a beneficiary of a retirement plan, you can continue to spend down that plan. In fact, you may be required
to spend a portion of that plan each year and you can give the required portion to HAPS and look into a tax
deduction for that one-time gift. If HAPS is the beneficiary, HAPS will receive the balance in the fund when you
pass away. It may be a larger gift than you were able to give during your lifetime. Or it may be a smaller amount
after you’ve enjoyed a long retirement. Any amount helps our Parkinson’s community receive essential services
at the time that the gift is made to HAPS. If you let us know that you’re making such a gift, we’ll include you in the
Legacy Circle. We’ll be able to recognize your generosity and begin thanking you now. The thousands of people
whose lives are affected by Parkinson’s here in the Houston area will be grateful for the benefits your gift to HAPS
gives them.
JOIN OTHERS IN BECOMING A FOUNDING MEMBER OF THE HAPS LEGACY CIRCLE:
Anonymous
Joe Ahmad
Judy and Harry Bristol
Sandi Seltzer Bryant
Sarah Ann Gordon Butler
Anne Jones Coco
Kathleen Crist
Mike Hendryx

Janet Hill
Bradford B. Hudson
Mary E. Hudson
Jeff Hurlbert
Caroline Kerr
Catherine Lansdowne
Daniel Lauck
James H. Lewis

Forrest Pape
Henry Rosenwald
Marion Rosenwald
Terry Satterwhite
Pamela Skaufel
David and Jenny Stuyck
Jane and Joe Vara

If you would like to let us know that you intend to leave a gift to HAPS, or you would like to talk about how to
give a planned gift, reach out to Catherine Lansdowne at 713.313.1669 or lansdowne@hapsonline.org.

Common
GROUNDS

BEGINNING THIS YEAR, HAPS will be
hosting community meet-and-greets
around our service area. These events aim
to bring people together over coffee (or tea)
to get to know each other as we continue
to navigate pandemic life. Connecting
with others is an important part of staying
engaged!
Look for a Common Grounds event in
your neighborhood, starting in February! If
you want to know more, check the HAPS
calendar online at www.hapsonline.org for
dates and locations.

If you
have AREA
questions,
would
like to become a member of our Legacy Circle, or to let us know that HAPS is already in
10
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your will, trust, or estate plans, contact Catherine Lansdowne at lansdowne@hapsonline.org or 713.313.1669.

CONTRIBUTIONS
We are extremely grateful to the following individuals for their generous support of HAPS.
Without the continued support of our donors, none of our programs or services would be possible.
IN MEMORY

GIFTS

Harry W. Loose
David Loose

Kenneth Alexander McAshan
Kim and Keen Polakoff

Annette Dover
Lisa Rostad

Kevin Victor Weido
Matthew Steele

D.D. Stewart
Janet Hawkins

Michael Laviage
Meg Lauck
Randi and Paul Zubowski

Debby Hurlbert
Janine Batterton
Hurlbert Family Foundation
Dr. Robert Grossman
Diana Shu-Lian Chow, PhD
Lyn Weycer
Sherry Ritcheson
Eligha Guillory, Sr.
Daphne and Dennis Haskin
Eugene J. Foglietta
Sue Foglietta

Peter Milch
Vicki Samuels Levy
Richard C. Nelson
Ruth and Joe McInerney
Teresa Pettit
Judi and Donald Struminger
Stacy and David Struminger
William Anawaty
Barbara Bennett
Peggy Anawaty Karam
Richard J. Karam
Richard Kremer
John Linn

George Collins
Mary Scheid

Jane Hebert
John Modesette

Howard Wesley Derrickson
Abigail Derrickson
Kenneth Ripkowski
Pat Childress
Terry Graham
Daniel and Michelle Galfiione
Robert Oncken
Terry Zaruba
Karen and Scott Fuchs and Family
Tabitha and Curtis Hippler

Marvin Smith
Phyllis Smith
Mr. and Mrs. J.B. Leftwich
Robert Leftwich

Kathleen Crist, Maggie Abbott,
& Catherine Lansdowne
Ingrid and Andrew Hoyle
Melissa Buce
Gabi and Cathy Chereches
Residents of Buckingham
Buckingham Foundation

Hugele Family First Fruits Fund, A
Donor Advised Fund of the U.S.
Charitable Gift Trust
Gayathri and Raghu Kongvi
Jacqueline and Raymond Yee
Janice and James Shaffner
Kathy and Bill Schwegmann
Ruth and Henry Spielberger

Diane and Henry Marek
Bette and Phillip Leonard

Nell Castleberry and
Barbara Moody
Judith and Tom Lasseter
Nitaya and Hong Luu
Patricia and James Banfill
Susan and Michael Brown

Roberta and Kevin Owen
Susan and David Askanase
Susan and Edward Burke

IN HONOR
Kathleen Crist
Anonymous
Hayley and Marc Feldman

Ana Maria and Ramon Paredes
Angela and John Rankin
Sandra and Don Talley
Sharon and Daniel Brener
Diana and Jim Rutherford
Doris and Robert Stewart
Judy and Harry Bristol
Judy and Henry Sauer
Julie and Bill Hixon
Karen and George Weimmer
Beverly and Charles Boydstun
Lilly and Steve Zakin
Lisa and Joe Neuhaus
Lisa and Tom Ganucheau
Marilyn and Tony Crossley
Marlene Edwards
Mary and Mannie Bohm
Mary Ella and Bailey Price
Mary Majors and Leslie Payne
Maya and Pasupati Sadhukhan
Rebecca and Lawrence Drake

The Gaskin Family
Gary Luefschuetz
Fay and Bob Fountain
Lucy and John Aymond
King Aymond
Lucy and John Aymond
Peyton Wheeler
Lucy and John Aymond
Sherry Hunter
Beverly and Bob Britton

Patsy Stephens
Doreen Lee
Richard Wilson
Rita and Naresh Bansal
Robyn Ricci
Ronnie Throneberry
Ruth Flournoy
Beryl Kaminsky
Bette Brieger
Beverly Du Pont
Cathryn Chapman
David Curran
David McFadyen
Debbie Waits

Debi Butschek
Terry Ricci
Thomas Whittington
Bryan Roberts
Elisabeth Hough
George Starkschall
Hassell Marshall
Jay Watkins
Joan Pannone
Stanley Merrill
Tom Schleigh
Aurin Tesoro
Bettie Cartwright
Betty Jo Powers
Michael McEnany
Michelle Weido
Molly Roe
Brian Parsons
Cheryl and Doug Mohn
Cindy and Gary Marker
Claudia Illanes
Consuelo Perez
Dale Hoover
David Ament
Deborah Peterson

Fariba Mehdizadeh
Ken Womack
Kenneth Culver
Lalitha Raman

Larry Williams
Leroy Worley
Mary Stark
Michael Murphy
Nancy Hunter
Nanette Finger
Thomas Ferguson
Tiffany Chen
Elizabeth French
Ewing Werlein, Jr.
Gladys Coleman
Helen Veasaw
Janet Marshall
Jo and Kent Felty
Joan Kaplan
Joseph Pulaski
Nancy Ennis
Mary Sunday

While we make every effort to be accurate and thorough, it is possible to accidentally omit or misspell a name. Please contact the HAPS office with corrections.
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